
 

 

 
 

             IT `S GOING ON, DEAR 
 

 
1. The small creek flows, slowly to grow     to that great stream towards the ocean. 
   So life, at first clumsy, you know,   expands by learning and emotion. 
   You will increase with darkened days,  the confidence warms like the sun, dear. 
   Even if toil escorts your ways,   it`s going on, dear. 
 
2. Together we had fought some fight,  but never someone left us broken, 
   took care of uprightness and pride,  we didn`t get hurt by what´s been spoken. 
   We swore us faithfulness and trust,  we could resist malicious fun, dear. 
   Even if sometimes we had lost,   you´ll help me to go on, dear. 
 
IP:    What could be life without you, dear,          I`m just content, if you are near. 
     We didn`t part at all the time,          so many hills we had to climb. 
     Even if the fate will bring sorrows and tears 
 
3. We always found the way straight out          of situations without outlet. 
   There had been times for us to doubt,       but all the more for us an outset. 
   We had to book some faults, mistakes       and many steps, that we had done, dear. 
   And even if the world might break,         its going on, dear. 
 
 
IP: I am indebted to your love,        when you were there, when wheels turned tough, 
    when raindrops fall from high above,       you took the care, when times were rough. 
    You built me up, dried my tears,              helped me to go on, dear. 
 
4. We`re looking back to luck and grief,       to values, mountains, we were traversing, 
   to all the aims ,that we achieved,              to all new sights for us converting. 

         II: And thanks to God, his love as well,        for all the good things, that he had done, dear, :II 
   if even death rings his last bell,        life `s going on , dear. 
 
    Text by Chotu  (melody according to the song “My way” / Frank Sinatra) 


